


Recursion

•Rules in Prolog are like functions in procedural programming 
languages.

•For recursion we should define the ancestor relation in terms of 
itself.

•Base Case :
ancestor(X, Z) :- parent (X, Z).
Recursion Step :
ancestor (X, Z) :- parent (X, Y) , ancestor (Y, Z).



Control flow
Given

g:- a, b, c.    (1)
g:- d, e, f; g.  (2)

If prolog cannot satisfy (1), control will automatically fall through to 
(2).

Taking (1),
g:- a, b, c.

If a succeeds, prolog will try to satisfy b, succeding which c will be 
tried. 
For ANDed clauses, control flows forward till the ‘.’, iff the current 
clause is true.
For ORed clauses, control flows forward till the ‘.’, iff the current 
clause evaluates to false. 



Cut
Cut tells the system that

IF YOU HAVE COME THIS FAR
DO NOT BACKTRACK 
EVEN IF YOU FAIL SUBSEQUENTLY.
‘CUT’ WRITTEN AS ‘!’ ALWAYS SUCCEEDS.

Fail
This predicate always fails.
Cut and Fail combination is used to produce negation.
Since the LHS of the neck cannot contain any operator, A � ~B is 
implemented as

B :- A, !, Fail.



Lists

•A very common data-structure.
•First part of the list (called the head) 
•Rest of the list (known as the tail). 
•A special symbol | (pronounced 'bar') in the list to distinguish 
between the first item in the list and the remaining list. 

•For example, consider the following.
[first,second,third] = [A|B]
where A = first and B=[second,third]

The unification here succeeds. A is bound to the first item in the 
list, and B to the remaining list.



Lists

Consider some comparisons of lists:

•[a,b,c] unifies with [Head|Tail] resulting in Head=a and Tail=[b,c]

•[a] unifies with [H|T] resulting in H=a and T=[]

•[a,b,c] unifies with [a|T] resulting in T=[b,c]

•[a,b,c] doesn't unify with [b|T]

•[] doesn't unify with [H|T]

•[] unifies with []. Two empty lists always match



Lists

Consider the following fact.
p([H|T], H, T).

?- p([a,b,c], X, Y).
X=a
Y=[b,c]
yes

?- p([a], X, Y).
X=a
Y=[]
yes

?- p([], X, Y).
no



Truth Maintemance System

•Belief revision and Revision maintenance system
•Maintain consistency of the knowledge being used by the problem 
solver







Bayesian Networks
•Useful way to portray the problem domain is with a network of 
nodes which represent propositional variables connected by arcs 
which represent causal influences or dependencies among the 
nodes.
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NOTE: Please go through the reference book for details on the above
topic and feel free to mail your doubts or discuss anything.


